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A B S T R A C T   

In this study, we applied electron energy-loss magnetic chiral dichroism (EMCD), an electron counterpart of X- 
ray magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD), to a network nanostructured FePt L10 ordered alloy film to examine the 
relative orientation of magnetic moments between neighboring Fe and Pt atoms using the Fe-M2,3, Pt-O2,3, and 
Pt-N6,7 semi-core excitation spectra with transmission electron microscopy and electron energy-loss spectros-
copy. EMCD signals were successfully extracted from a large number of spectra using a dedicated data analysis 
procedure to obtain sufficient noise statistics. Results showed that the relative sign relation of the EMCD signals 
between the Fe and Pt absorption edges was consistent with that of the theoretical dielectric tensor while 
assuming that parallel magnetic moments exist between neighboring Fe and Pt. We believe the results of this 
study can be applied to alloys with different nanostructures to determine whether the spin configuration depends 
on the size and geometry of the nanostructures.   

1. Introduction 

For years, magnetism has been a key subject in fundamental 
condensed matter physics and current R&D for engineering applications, 
such as stronger hard/soft magnets, spintronics, and multiferroics for 
faster and energy-saving devices. Therefore, it is crucial to establish 
engineering applications with the macroscopic magnetic properties by 
controlling the material structures, textures on a nanometric scale, and 
types and combinations of doped magnetic/non-magnetic elements, 
which inevitably require access to the local magnetic properties at finer 
scales. Along with the classical electromagnetic property measurements 
such as external magnetic fields, magnetization, and their associated 
properties, modern microscopic measurements that access the origins of 
magnetism (spin configurations and dynamics, spin/orbital magnetic 
moments, etc.) directly are currently being made available using spin- 

polarized electrons (low-energy electron microscopy; SPLEEM [1]), 
circularly polarized X-rays (X-ray magnetic circular dichroism; XMCD), 
and neutrons (neutron inelastic scattering; NIES). However, these 
experimental techniques have their limitations; the LEEM probes the 
material surfaces only, whereas XMCD and NIES access an area no 
smaller than a few tens of nanometers. 

Electron energy-loss magnetic chiral dichroism (EMCD), an electron 
counterpart of XMCD, was first proposed theoretically in 2006 
(currently referred to as ‘classical EMCD’; [2]), and since then has un-
dergone subsequent development both theoretically [3–10] and exper-
imentally. Furthermore, it was branched into several technically varying 
schemes such as atomic column/plane resolution EMCD, which is an 
extension of conventional EMCD, and the vortex beam methods utilizing 
stronger magnetic interactions between the incident probe exhibiting an 
orbital angular moment and magnetic materials [11–17]. The EMCD 
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family of methods supposedly probes sub-nanometric areas, thereby 
allowing atomic column-by-column measurements; however, they are 
still recognized as standing at testing stages on model reference mate-
rials and cannot be routinely applied to actual material analysis owing to 
the low signal-to-noise ratio, which makes quantification difficult. 
Nevertheless, although qualitative, EMCD can be an unrivaled technique 
for probing fundamental information on the magnetic properties local-
ized in nanometric areas, such as near the grain boundaries, precipitates, 
and at atomic resolution, such as the relative spin configuration and/or 
magnitude of magnetic moments between neighboring atoms/planes. 

Overall, very little is known about the effects of composition, dis-
order, and the size and shape of nanostructures on the microscopic 
magnetic properties of magnetic data storage materials, such as FePt 
alloys. FePt is essentially used in high-density magnetic data storage 
applications [18–21] considering it possesses important preconditions 
such as high saturation magnetization, large magneto-crystalline 
anisotropy energy, and a high Curie temperature. Therefore, a 
detailed evaluation of the microscopic magnetic properties is of high 
importance. 

The magnetism of FePt is dominated by large Fe magnetic moments 
of approximately 3μB, parallel to the [001] direction, whereas the Pt 
magnetic moments are almost an order of magnitude lower [22–24]. 
Density functional theory (DFT) calculations have reported competition 
between the ferromagnetic (FM) and antiferromagnetic (AFM) exchange 
interactions between Fe atoms in FePt, which stabilizes the FM structure 
with an increase in the substitutional disorder and decrease in tetra-
gonality, that is, when the c/a ratio approaches 1 [25–28]. Moreover, it 
is argued that the magnetism of Pt atoms is purely induced and hence, 
contributes to the FM order [29–32]. This is in good agreement with the 
several experimental evidence, notably by neutron diffraction, X-ray 
magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD) measurements [33,34], and 
ground state DFT calculations [24,27]. 

The relative orientations of Fe and Pt magnetic moments have also 
been discussed. While XMCD measurements clearly favor parallel (FM) 
alignment [34], studies have reported neutron diffraction on Fe72Pt28 
[35] and FePt [36] suggest antiparallel (ferrimagnetic, FIM) ordering of 
the Fe and Pt magnetic moments to predict the magnetic properties of 
FePt nanoparticles as a function of their size [19]. In contrast, another 
neutron diffraction study [33] reported a better fit of the experimental 
data when a parallel orientation of the Fe and Pt moments was assumed. 
First-principles calculations of FePt within an FM phase reported a 
parallel orientation of the Fe and Pt magnetic moments [23–25,30,33], 
which was in agreement with the XMCD results [34] and the latter 
neutron diffraction study [33]. The influence of size effects on the 
magnetism of nanostructured FePt alloys has also been studied 
[18,19,26], and demonstrated important consequences for their appli-
cability in high-density magnetic recording. 

In this study, we combine experimental and theoretical studies on 
thin FePt films to measure the electron magnetic circular dichroism 
(EMCD) spectra in the low-loss region, where the Fe-M2,3, Pt-O2,3, and 
Pt-N6,7 edges are located in the energy-loss range of 50–90 eV. This is a 
major advantage of EMCD considering multiple absorption edges can be 
measured in one experiment, unlike XMCD, where multiple beamlines 
covering different energy regions are required. Another advantage is 
that the spectral intensities of the low-loss region are significantly higher 
by one or two orders of magnitude compared to those of the core-loss 
spectra located at energy losses higher than 200 eV, which shortens 
the spectral acquisition time and suppresses the electron beam damage 
of the sample simultaneously. However, EMCD spectra in the low-loss 
region behave in a complicated manner depending on the momentum 
transfer vectors operated at two different chiralities, considering the 
plasmon peak exhibits dispersion depending on the momentum transfer 
[37] and the diffraction condition set is not strictly symmetric with 
respect to the conceived mirror axis, which makes the analysis process, 
such as edge isolation by background subtraction and EMCD signal 
extraction by difference operation between the isolated spectra having 
different chirality, difficult. We present the results of the DFT calcula-
tions of the electronic structure, spectral properties, and dynamical 
diffraction effects, which influence the EMCD spectra. 

2. Materials and methods 

2.1. Fabrication of the FePt network film 

A 40 nm thick FePt film was grown epitaxially onto a single-crystal 
MgO (001) substrate via DC magnetron co-sputtering using Fe and Pt 
sources at 600 ◦C. After deposition of the FePt film, a 25 nm thick C layer 
was capped to avoid surface contamination. Considering the film is 
much thicker than the critical thickness for a well-separated micro-
structure, it exhibits a network-like microstructure. FePt and MgO have 
an orientational relationship with the cube-on-cube structure. The de-
gree of order estimated from the integrated intensities of the (001) and 
(002) peaks in the XRD pattern is 0.98. To prepare the TEM specimen, 
the MgO substrate was chemically removed: after thinning the sample 
about 50 µm by manual grinding, chemical etching of MgO was per-
formed using a solution of phosphoric acid and sulfuric acid mixed at a 
ratio of 98:2. A temperature of the solution was about 100 ◦C. Finally the 
floating remained FePt film was picked up with Cu mesh (200 mesh) and 
fully dried before TEM observation. TEM inspection showed that the 
film exhibited a network texture with a typical width of ~200 nm and 
[001] normal to the film surface, as shown in Fig. 1(a) and (b), 
respectively. The thickness of the films was 40 nm ± 5 nm within the 
area of Fig. 1(a), as extimated by a standard method using low energy- 
loss spectra. Fig. 1(c) shows an atomic-column resolution high-angular 

Fig. 1. (a) Bright-field TEM image of Fe-Pt network film. The broken circle inset shows the position where the selected area aperture was inserted for the EMCD 
measurement, (b) The selected area diffraction pattern in a wide area of the film. The indices of the Bragg reflections inset are referred to with respect to the L10 
tetragonal unit cell, (c) Atomic-column resolution HAADF image of the present Fe-Pt film. The large and small bright dots correspond to the Pt and Fe atomic 
columns, respectively, which ensures a well ordered superlattice structure of the film. 
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annular dark-field STEM image, which demonstrates good crystallinity 
and a high-order parameter of the films. Fig. A.1 in Appendix A shows 
the magnetization hysteresis curve of the present sample. 

2.2. EMCD measurement 

Spectral data was collected using a Jeol JEM-2100 S/TEM operated 
at 200 kV, equipped with an EEL spectrometer (Gatan Enfina 1000). 
Classical EMCD scheme was applied at room temperature, and the film 
was tilted by approximately 10◦ from the (001) zone axis to ensure the 
diffraction pattern was set as the symmetric 100 systematic row of re-
flections, as shown in Fig. 2, where the selected area aperture was placed 
as a broken circle (corresponding to the area of measurement) and the 
convergent semi angle of the defocused incident electron beam was 1 
mrad, as shown in Fig. 1(a). The EEL spectra of low-loss (0–120 eV for 
Pt-O2,3, Fe-M2,3, and Pt-N6,7 edges) and high-loss (650–780 eV for Fe- 
L2,3 edges) regions were recorded with the detector entrance aperture 
symmetrically placed at all four quadrants according to the geometry of 
classical EMCD [2], as shown in Figs. 3 and 4, respectively. Considering 
an external magnetic field of 1–2 T was applied between the objective 
pole-piece gap and the microscope optic axis, the chirality of the mag-
netic signal was determined by the vector product of the two momentum 
transfer vectors subtended from the Bragg reflections to the detector [2]. 
The four detector positions were marked as σaa (a = + or − ), which 
corresponded to the four orthants with the x-axis along the 100 sys-
tematic row of reflections and the origin at 000. The sign (chirality) of 
the magnetic signals was supposed to be the same for the diagonal de-
tector positions and the opposite for the same row or column, according 
to theoretical considerations. For each spectral acquisition, up to 3000 
frames were summed up with the energy drift corrected on line using a 
house-made script program [38], without losing energy resolution, to 
average the corrected noise of the CCD detector, where the detector 
energy dispersion was 0.1 eV/channel and the single exposure time for 
each spectral acquisition was 0.05 s and 1 s for low-loss and high-loss 
acquisition, respectively. Although the edge onsets are not obvious 
except for Pt-O2 and Pt-O3, they can be easily specified with referce to 
the unambiguous spectral features of Fe-M2,3 and Pt-N6,7. 

2.3. EMCD signal extraction 

The EMCD signal of the Fe-L2,3 white line from the high-loss data was 
extracted as a double difference according to the following formula: 
EMCD = [σ++ - σ+− ] - [σ-+ - σ–]. This method did not work for the low- 
loss spectra considering the pre- and post-edge background subtly varied 
with a slight deviation from the symmetric diffraction condition during 
the data recording. Therefore, we applied multiple curve resolution 

(MCR) with appropriate constraints separately to the energy region of 
48–62 eV and 58–92 eV, thereby removing the first average spectral 
feature. Then, we extracted the signal components that change their sign 
between [σ++, σ–] and [σ+-, σ-+] pairs. Finally, we applied the double 
difference to the extracted datasets, as described in detail in Appendix B. 

2.4. DFT calculation of dielectric tensor 

DFT calculations were performed using the full-potential linearized 
augmented plane wave (FP-(L)APW) method, as implemented in the 
WIEN2k [39,40] package. We used the generalized gradient approxi-
mation (GGA [41]) for the exchange–correlation functional. Atomic 
sphere radii were set to 2.45 a.u. and 2.50 a.u. for Fe and Pt, respectively 
(1 a.u. = 0.529178 Angstrom). Approximately 80 basis functions per 
atom were used to construct a scalar-relativistic eigenvalue problem 

Fig. 2. (a) Diffraction condition for the present EMCD measurement geometry. 
The circles inset indicate the four quadrants, showing the positions and size of 
the detector entrance aperture for spectral acquisition. The red circles represent 
the Thales circles to guide the eyes. 

Fig. 3. (a) 2D image data of all 12,000 low-loss spectra recorded with the 
energy drift corrected on-line: each row corresponds to a single EEL spectrum 
and 3,000 rows were taken from each quadrant in Fig. 2 of the main text. ZLP: 
zero-loss peak, (b) Extracted EEL spectrum from (a), and (c) Enlarged image of 
the red framed area in (b), corresponding to the region of interest in the low- 
loss region in this study. The position of each absorption edge onset is indi-
cated inset. 
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(RKmax = 8.0). Spin-orbital coupling was included in the second varia-
tional step with a base size of approximately 130 scalar-relativistic 
eigenstates, assuming that the magnetization direction was parallel to 
the c-axis. The Brillouin zone (BZ) was sampled at 10,000 k-points (702 
k-points in the irreducible wedge of the BZ), and BZ integration was 
performed using the modified tetrahedron method. Spectroscopic cal-
culations for lower-energy edges were performed using the OPTIC 
package in WIEN2k [42] and their own codes [2,7] for higher-energy 
edges. 

Dynamical diffraction effects for the EELS and EMCD spectra were 
simulated using MATS.v2 software [8]. The convergence parameter was 
set to 5 × 10–5, and both incoming and outgoing electron waves were 
represented by the Bloch wave method. Approximately 430 plane waves 
were used to represent Bloch waves inside the crystal. Simulations were 
performed for sample thicknesses of 40 nm and accelerating voltage of 
200 kV, assuming the orientation was in a symmetric systematic row 
condition (three-beam orientation) with g = (100) and an approxi-
mately 10◦ tilt from the (001) zone axis orientation. 

3. Results and discussion 

3.1. Theoretical dielectric tensor to compare with the sign of the magnetic 
signal 

Fig. 5 shows the results of the electronic structure calculations. 
Fig. 5a shows the spin-resolved electronic densities of states, and the 
total spin-resolved DOS shows exchange splitting owing to 

Fig. 4. (a) 2D image data of all 12,000 high-loss spectra recorded with the 
energy drift corrected on-line, as in Fig. 3(a). The energy drift corrections are 
visible in the pre-edge background region (left-most side) as the wavy after- 
glow pattern in the CCD detector and (b) Extracted spectrum from (a). Peak 
positions are marked for L2 and L3 inset. 

Fig. 5. (a) Spin-resolved density of electronic states within the range of +/- 11 
eV around the Fermi level, including projected densities of iron and platinum d- 
states, respectively, (b) Spin-resolved density of states of semi-core levels within 
the energy range of − 71 eV to − 47 eV with respect to the Fermi level (assumed 
at zero energy), and (c) Magneto-optical function Δβ obtained from calculated 
matrix elements of the dielectric tensor. Individual features are assigned to 
core-level edges, following the energy positions of semi-core levels in panel (b). 
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ferromagnetism in the system. Furthermore, the projected DOS of iron d- 
states shows that the exchange splitting is almost entirely due to iron, 
whereas it was less pronounced for platinum d-states. However, a clear 
hybridization was observed with the iron d-states. This is in agreement 

with published literature [22–24]. 
Fig. 5b shows the DOS of the semi-core states ranging from − 71 eV to 

− 47 eV, which is the energy range of interest in the context of our 
spectroscopic measurements (see below). In this range, platinum 5p 

Fig. 6. Simulated signal distributions of non-magnetic, EMCD, and relative EMCD with respect to the non-magnetic signal intensity in the diffraction planes for the 
sample thickness of 40 nm for Fe-L3 (top) and -M3 (bottom) spectra, respectively. The transmitted beam O and 100 reflection G are located at (0, 0) and (1, 0), 
respectively. 

Fig. 7. Final EMCD signals (dots) extracted for Pt-O3 and Fe-M2,3 edges (a), Pt- 
O2 and Pt-N6,7 edges (b), and the cumulative sum are shown by the solid lines to 
better visualize each peak feature inset in (a) and (b), with each edge posi-
tion indicated. 

Fig. 8. Final EMCD signal (dots) extracted for Fe-L2,3 edge.  

Fig. A.1. Magnetization hysteresis curve of the sample with the external field 
applied in the directions normal to the film surface (parallel to the c-axis) (red 
dots and line) and parallel to the film surface (perpendicular to the c-axis) (blue 
dots and line). 
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states split by approximately 16 eV owing to spin–orbit coupling (SOC), 
and platinum 4f states SOC-split by approximately 4 eV. However, for 
iron 3p semi-core states, the spin–orbit splitting and exchange are of 
comparable strength and, hence, it is not possible to clearly assign the 
3p1/2 and 3p3/2 characters to individual peaks. Iron 3p states are split 
into six individual peaks with spin-up states having a center of mass 
energy approximately 3.5 eV lower than the spin-down states. However, 
this is convenient for circular dichroism experiments owing to the 
imbalance between the spin-up and spin-down DOS for unoccupied 
states and the energy shift between the two groups of exchange and SOC- 
split iron 3p states. 

Finally, Fig. 5c shows the magneto-optical function Δβ, which was 
obtained from the calculated elements of the dielectric tensor (Eq. (4) in 
Dewhurst [43]: The magneto-optical function Δβ can be directly 
compared to the magnetic circular dichroism measured in experiments; 
therefore, the relative signs of individual peaks in Fig. 5c represent the 
DFT prediction of experiments for the parallel spin orientation of Fe and 
Pt magnetic moments. It should be noted that the onset energies of the 
absorption edges are underestimated by a few eVs in the present DFT 
calculations, compared with the experimental values. 

Simulated EMCD signal distributions in the diffraction plane are 
shown in Fig. 6, primarily to check if the relative sign reversal of the 
EMCD signals takes place. Simulations show a very similar pattern of 
magnetic signal distribution for both edges. The main difference can be 
observed for the non-magnetic signal, showing an expected increased 
broadening of Bragg peaks at higher energy loss. 

3.2. Extracted EMCD signals and spin configuration derived 

Fig. 7(a) and (b) show the final EMCD signals extracted for the Pt-O3 
and Fe-M2,3 edges and the Pt-O2 and Pt-N6,7 edges, respectively. It 
should be noted that the background is a constant slowly decaying slope 
underlying the EMCD signals in (b), presumably due to plasmon 
dispersion [37], which makes the sign of the signals ambiguous with 
respect to the reference horizontal broken line. However, the sign of the 
signals would be obvious judging from the convex/concave nature of the 
neighboring signals, as indicated by the up/down arrows inset in the 
figure. 

Fig. 8 shows the EMCD signal extracted from the Fe-L2,3 edge. The 
sign relationship in Fe-M2,3 exhibits a minus/plus relation, which is 
consistent with that between Fe-L3 and Fe-L2 in the magnetization di-
rection. This relationship ensures consistency of the measurements ac-
quired for Fe in [44] with the dynamical scattering effects taken into 
account, as shown in Fig. 6. Therefore, we can conclude that the relative 
sign between Pt-O2 and Pt-N7 is the same, which is consistent with the 
theoretical calculation results shown in Fig. 5(c). Additionally, the 

relative sign between Pt-O2 and Fe-M2,3 also exhibits a relationship that 
corresponds to that in Fig. 5(c), which indicates that the relative spin 
relationship between Fe and Pt should be parallel. 

4. Conclusion 

In this study, we extracted the EMCD signal of a nanostructured bi-
nary alloy using multiple core-loss spectra, including semi-core excita-
tions in TEM-EELS, which can be detected in parallel in a single 
experiment. We fabricated an L10-type ordered FePt alloy film with a 
network structure to measure Pt-O2,3, Fe-M2,3, and Pt-N6,7 located in the 
energy region range of 40–80 eV. EMCD signals were successfully 
extracted by applying the classical EMCD method with dedicated data 
processes. Results showed that the relative signs of the extracted mag-
netic signals were comparable with the theoretical dielectric tensor, 
thereby indicating that the relative orientation of the magnetic moment 
between neighboring Fe and Pt atoms should be parallel, as expected. 
Furthermore, the extracted magnetic moment direction was found to be 
consistent with the EMCD from the Fe-L2,3 edge measured separately. 

The results of this study can be widely applied to nanostructures of 
magnetic materials with a nanometric resolution to qualitatively 
determine the relative orientation of neighboring atoms with a small- 
scale laboratory instrument. We are currently investigating different 
types of nanostructured FePt films, such as nanoparticles, to examine 
whether the relative spin direction depends on the nanostructure. 
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Appendix A. . Magnetization hysteresis curve of the present sample 

See Fig. A.1. 

Appendix B. . Detailed EMCD signal extraction procedure for low-loss region 

Considering the volume plasmon peak is sensitive to the sample thickness in its intensity and exhibits a dispersion dependent on the momentum 
transfer associated with the energy loss, the nonmagnetic signal background changes not only with the sample thickness but also with a slight de-
viation in the detector position from the symmetric one, which influences the simple mutual subtraction procedure between the two spectra with 
opposite chirality to extract the magnetic signals. 

Given that it is not easy to correctly predict the variable background slope owing to the plasmon dispersion, we assumed that the raw spectrum, 
Draw, can be expressed by a linear combination of the non-magnetic background, SNM, and the magnetic signal, SEMCD, as a function of energy loss, E, 
with the known sign of the weight, WEMCD, for the SEMCD depending on the chirality: 

Draw(E) = SNM(E)+ schiralityΩEMCDSEMCD(E) (B1)  

where SNM is the averaged spectrum over the entire spectra and 

schiralityΩEMCD < 0 and > 0 for chirality+ and − respectively (B2) 

For experimental data, Eq. (B.1) can be expressed in matrix form as: 

Draw = WS (B3)  

where the matrix W includes the factor schirality for the unified description, and 

Draw =
{

Di,j
raw

}
, i = 1,⋯,NC; j = 1,⋯,NE (B4) 

NC is the total number of spectra and NE is the number of energy channels of the detector 

W = {Wi, j} = (1, schirality i, j ), i = 1,…,NC; j = 1,…,NE, (B5)  

where according to Fig. 3(a), 

schirality =

{
1 for + chirality : i = 1 − 6, 000
− 1 for − chirality : i = 6, 001 − 12, 000 (B6)  

S =
{

Si,j
}
=

(
SNM

Sj
EMCD

)

, j = 1,⋯,NE. (B7) 

Then, the extracted components are averaged over the same chirality, and finally we obtain: 

D±(E) = SNM(E) +
( ∑

ischiralityΩi(E)SEMCD(E)
)

NC
2

, (B8)  

where for+ chirality : i = 1 − 6, 000 and for − chirality : i = 6, 001 − 12, 000 

Eq. (B.3) can be solved starting with an initial value of Ωi,j ~ 0.1, using the fixed Sj
NM and the constraint in Eq. (B.6) imposed in every iteration loop 

with the modified alternating least-square (MALS) algorithm [45,46]. The extracted D±(E) are noise-averaged spectra, which were normalized by the 
averaged post-edge intensities ranging between 58 and 62 eV and 78–84 eV for the lower energy region, including the Pt-O3 and Fe-M2,3 edges, and the 
higher energy region, including the Pt-O2 and Pt-N6,7 edges, respectively. 

Since the first primary component is fixed at the largest non-magnetic component, SNM(E), the other component should include the magnetic 
component, SEMCD±(E), and qy-dependent background owing to the plasmon dispersion. In principle, the latter is inseparable from the former 
considering it varies from one spectrum to another. The extracted spectra (D±(E)) were separated into two parts: 45 eV < E < 65 eV and 65 eV < E <
85 eV, each normalized by the average intensity for the first 5 eV region. The extracted and normalized D±(E) spectra are shown in Fig. B.2 (a) and (b) 
for the energy regions of 45 eV < E < 65 eV and 65 eV < E < 85 eV, respectively. The slopes of the pre- and post-edge backgrounds in Fig. B.2(b) 
exhibited obvious discrepancies owing to the qy-dependent plasmon dispersion, which gives rise to an energy-dependent offset in the final difference 
spectrum. This could be an origin of the non-zero values of both ends of the final data. 

The final results were obtained by subtracting D+(E) from D− (E), as shown in Fig. 6(a) and (b) in the main manuscript. 
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